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I 

A TECHNIQUE UTILIZING ROCKET-.PROPELLED TEST VEHICLES FOR 

THE MEASUREMENT OF THE DAMPING IN ROLL OF ST ING - 

MOUNTED MODELS AND SOME INITIAL RESULTS FOR 

DELTA AND UNSWEPT TAPERED WINGS 

By William N. Bland, Jr. and Carl A. Sandahi 

SUMMARY 

A free-flight test technique utilizing rocket-propelled test vehi-
cles with which the damping in roll of sting-mounted wings and wing-
fuselage combinations can be obtained over the high subsonic, transonic, 
and supersonic speed range is described and some results for delta and 
unswept tapered wings are presented. Initial results compare well with. 
those obtained in supersonic wind-tunnel tests. Results for all of the 
configurations tested show that damping in roll was maintained through-
out the Mach number range investigated and that subsonic damping-in-roll 
results agreed with theoretical values within experimental accuracy. In 
the lower supersonic region these results differ from the values pre-
dicted by linearized flow theory; however, the agreement improved with 
increasing Mach number. Increased section thickness decreased the damping 
in roll of the delta wings throughout the Mach number range investigated. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research Division is, at the present 
time, utilizing several experimental techniques employing rocket-propelled 
test vehicles for the determination of the damping-in-roll derivative at 
high subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds at relatively large 
Reynolds numbers. Two of these techniques for determining the damping in 
roll of wing-fuselage combinations are described in references 1 and 2. 
A third technique with which the damping in roll of wings alone and of 
wing-fuselage combinations can be determined is described herein. The 
Reynolds numbers obtained in this technique, although somewhat lower 
than those obtained by the other techniques, are still fairlhigh (I to 

3 X 106).
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Also presented herein are some initial results obtained by the 
present technique for a series of configurations having wings of aspect 
ratio Ii-. The configurations. investigated included a delta-wing - 
fuselage combination having a wing made from a flat plate with beveled 
leading and trailing edges, delta wings having 1450 leading-edge sweep 
with 14-percent-thick and 9-percent-thick symmetrical double-wedge air-
foil sections, and an unswept tapered wing having 0.5 taper ratio with 
a 4.6-percent-thick symmetrical double-wedge airfoil section. 

SYMBOLS

/3C 
C	 damping-in-roll coefficient I	 ' 

6(pb) 

\ \2V ) 

I L\ 
C 1	 rolling-moment coefficient 

pb
wing-tip helix angle, radians 

2V 

L	 rolling moment, foot-pounds 

q	 dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot 

S	 wing area, square feet 

b	 wing span, feet 

p	 rolling velocity, radians per second 

V	 flight-path velocity, feet per second 

N	 Mach number 

B	 Reynolds number, based on wing mean aerodynamic chord 

c	 wing chord, feet 

wing mean aerodynamic chord (21b/2 c2dY) feet
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A	 aspect ratio, obtained by extending wing leading and trailing 
edges to model center line 

A	 leading-edge sweep angle, degrees 

METHOD 

The general arrangement of the test vehicle is illustrated in fig-
ures 1 and 2. The wing under investigation was attached to a torsion 
spring balance arranged to form a sting mount in the nose of the test 
vehicle. In flight the entire test vehicle was forced to roll by the 
stabilizing fins, each of which was set at an angle of incidence. A 
rocket motor accelerated the test vehicle to the maximum Mach number, 
after which the test vehicle decelerated through the test Mach number 
range. Time histories of the rolling moment generated by the test wing, 
the flight-path velocity, and the rolling velocity were obtained. These 
data, in conjunction with atmospheric data obtained by radiosonde meas-
urements, permitted the evaluation of the damping-in-roll coefficient 
C	 as a function of Mach number. 

A sample flight path illustrating the useful range of a flight and 
some typical conditions is shown in figure 3.. Typical time histories 
of some of the measured quantities are shown in figure 14 

A photograph of a test vehicle mounted on the zero-length launcher 
is shown in figure 5.

INSTRUMENTATION 

'The torsion spring balance shown in figure 6 consisted of a shaft 
'which transmitted the rolling moment generated by the test wing to a 
helical torsion spring which permitted angular movement relative to the 
test vehicle proportional to the rolling moment. The angular movements 
of the shaft were transmitted to a condenser-type pickup which was used 
in conjunction with standard NACA telemetry. 

- The rolling velocity was obtained by the method of reference 3 
except that the telemeter and telemeter antenna performed the functions 
of the spinsonde described in the reference. The telemeter antenna con-
sisted of two rods which were inserted in the trailing edges of.two dia-
metrically opposed driving fins as shown in figure 1. This antenna 
arrangement produced the plane polarized radio signal required for the
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method of reference 3. The ground recording equipment was the same as 
that described in reference 3. 

The flight-path velocity was measured by a Doppler velocimeter. 
The altitude, which was obtained by integrating the velocity-time curve, 
was correlated with radiosonde measurements of atmospheric conditions 
along the flight path made at the time of each test flight. 

TEST C ONF IGURAT IONS 

The configurations tested, all of which had an aspect ratio A of 
1 • Q, included a delta-wing - fuselage combination employing an airfoil 
section having flat sides and symmetrically beveled leading and trailing 
edges (fig. 7), delta wings having 450 of leading-edge sweep with 
4-percent-thick and 9-percent-thick symmetrical doubled-wedge airfoil sec-
tions, and a wing having 0.5 taper and an unawept 50-percent-chord line and 
a 4.6-percent-thick symmetrical double-wedge airfoil section. The geo-
metric characteristics of the configurations tested are summarized in 
table I. Photographs of the teat configurations are shown in figure 8. 
The wing surfaces were carefully ground and polished after being machined 
from steel plate. The distance from the trailing edge of the root chord 
of the wings to the nose of the test vehicle was held constant as shown 
in figure 1.

ACCURACY 

The maximum possible systematic errors in the values of Cj pre-

sented herein due to the limitations of the measuring and recording 
systems are estimated to be within the following limits: 

Delta wings Unswept tapered wing 

M Error in	 C 2 M Error in	 C2 
p p 

1.7 ±0.008 1.7 ±0.015 
±.013 1.2 ±.030 

. 9 ±.033 1.0 ±.04l 

.7 ±.053 .7 ±.100

The variation of these possible errors is due to errors of constant 
magnitude included in some of the measured values; therefore, wherever 

P:! 
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the measured rolling moment and/or rolling velocity decrease, their 
respective errors become a larger part of the measured values and increase 
the possible error. 

An error in the determination of C 1 may exist because of the 

necessity of neglecting the tare rolling moment; that is, the rolling 

moment which might exist at 	 =0 due to inaccuracies in model con-2V 
struction. However, the results for nominally identical configurations 
presented herein agree well within the aforementioned limits. 

Any contributions to the possible error by the drag of the test 
configurations and temperature variations on the spring balance are neg-
ligible when compared with the errors previously tabulated. 

The measured rolling moment included a moment equal to the product 
of the moment of inertia of the test assembly (wings and contributing 
parts of the torsion spring balance) and the instantaneous acceleration 
in roll. In the present investigation the inertia rolling moment pro-
duced a maximum error in C 1 of -0.002; therefore, , the data are pre-

sented without correction for this error. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results for all of the wings investigated are presented in fig-
ure 9 as curves of rolling-moment coefficient C 1 , wing-tip helix angle 

and damping-in-roll coefficient C 1 as functions of Mach number. 

In figures 9(b) and 9(c) are presented results for nominally identical 
configurations which indicate the repeatability of the experimental 
results. The two models of configuration 3 were identical, except for 
the incidence of the driving tail fins. The two different tail-incidence 

values employed resulted in the two levels of

	

	 obtained fOr this con-



2V 
figuration. The variation of Reynolds number with Mach number for the 
configurations investigated is shown in figure 10. 

Delta Wings 

The variation of C 1 with Mach number obtained for the delta-wing - 

fuselage configuration 1 fig. 7) is compared in figure 11 with values 
obtained from reference 4 for a geometrically similar configuration. The 
tests reported in reference 4 were performed at Mach numbers of 1.62 and
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1. 92 and the damping-in-roll derivatives obtained were presented for a 
range of values of the ratio of the tangent of the wing semiapex angle 
to the tangent of the Mach angle obtained by varying the sweepback of 
the wing leading edge. This method of presentation permits the extrapo-
lation of the tunnel results to other supersonic Mach numbers. The agree-
ment between the results from reference # and those of the present tests 
is particularly good at the higher Mach numbers investigated and is satis-
factory at the lower Mach numbers where, it should be noted, the wind- 
tunnel results have undergone considerable extrapolation. 

Also shown in figure 11 are linearized-flow-theory values of the 
damping-in-roll derivatives obtained from reference 5 which neglects 
the presence of a body. An unpublished analysis and reference 6show 
that the effect of the body on the damping in roll is small for the 
present configuration. The experimental values are somewhat lower than 
the theoretical; the agreement improves with increasing Mach number. 

In figure 12(a) the variation of CZ with Mach number for all of 

the delta wings is summarized and compared with theoretical values in 
the subsonic and supersonic speed ranges. The results show that damping 
in roll is maintained for each configuration throughout the Mach number 
range investigated. For the delta wings without fuselages, increasing 
the wing thickness ratio from 0.011 to 0.09 reduced the damping in roll 
throughout the speed range included in these tests, paiticularly in the 
region approaching Mach number 1.0. At the higher supersonic Mach numbers 
the thickness effect decreased. At the lower supersonic Mach numbers 
the wing-fuselage combination had greater damping in roll than the wing-
alone configurations. This increase, in C1 

p 
may be due to a fuselage 

effect, as indicated in reference 6, for low'body-diameter - wing-span 
ratios under conditions where the wing leading edge is highly swept when 
compared with the Mach cone. In the low supersonic range the experi-
mental results obtained for each of these wings are considerably lower 
than those calculated by the linearized-flow methods for wings of zero 
thickness (reference 5); however, the agreement improves with increasing 
Mach number. In the subsonic speed range the results agree within experi-
mental accuracy with values from reference 7 to which approximate cor-
rections for the effects of compressibility have been applied by uti-
lizing the Glauert-Prandtl transformation as described in reference 8. 

Unsuept Tapered Wing 

Figure 12(b) compares the variation of C 1 with Mach number, 

obtained for the unswept tapered wing with theoretical results and shows 
that damping in roll is maintained throughout the Mach number range 
investigated. At subsonic speeds the agreement with calculated damping-
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in-roll values to which compressibility corrections have been applied 
(reference 9) is within experimental accuracy. In the supersonic range 
the agreement with theoretical values based on linearized-flow equations 
(reference 5) improves with increasing Mach number. 

An indication of` ' 	 effect of wing plan form can be obtained from 
figure 12 by comparing the results for the 4-percent-thick delta wings 
with those for the unswept tapered wing. Except at the lowest Mach 
numbers investigated the damping in roll of the tapered wing is consid-
erably larger than that of the delta wings. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Measurements by means of a technique utilizing rocket-propelled 
test vehicles of the damping in roll of several sting-mounted delta 
wings and a sting-mounted unswept tapered wing indicate the following  
conclusions: 

1. Results obtained for geometrically similar configurations tested 
by the present technique and in a supersonic wind tunnel agree very well. 

2. For all wings tested, the damping in roll was maintained through-
out the Mach number range investigated (0.6 to 1. 7) . Increasing the 
thickness ratio of the delta wings from 0.0 14 to 0.09, however, decreased 
the damping in roll throughout the Mach number range in'Jèstigated, par-
ticularly at Mach numbers slightly less than 1.0. 

3. At the lower subsonic speeds investigated the agreement between 
theory and experiment was within experimental accuracy. At low super-
sonic speeds poor agreement was obtained between the experimental values 
and those predicted by the linearized theory; the agreement improved with 
increasing Mach number. Decreasing the thickness ratio of the delta 
wings improved the agreement with the linearized theory. 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Langley Air Force Base,. Va.
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Figure 1.— General arrangement of a model with all dimensions in inches.
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Figure 2.- Typical test vehicle with test wing attached.
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Figure 3.-. Sample flight path with performance figures.
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I 
Figure 5.- Test vehicle on zero-length launcher. 
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Figure. 6.- Nose cone interior showing spring balance and capacitance 
pickup.
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Figure 7.- Configuration 1 used to obtain results for comparing present 
technique with that of reference 4. This configuration is a 
0.285- scale model of configuration in reference 4. Fuselage has 
circular cross section and wing passes diametrically through it. 
Wing made of 0.146-inch steel plate with beveled leading and 
trailing edges. Dotted lines indicate portion of fuselage included 
for tests' of reference 4.
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(a) Configuration 1. 

Figure 8.- Configurations tested.
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(b) Configurations 2 and 3. 

Figure 8.- Continued.
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(c) Configuration 4. 

Figure 8.- Concluded.
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(a) Configuration 1, 45o delta-wing and fuselage combination. 

Figure 9.--Experimental results.
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(b) Configuration 2, delta wing, A = 47°, t/c = 0.040. 

Figure 9.- Continued.
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(c) Configuration 3, delta wing, A = 450, t/c = 0.090. 

•	 Figure 9.- Continued. 
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(d) Configuration 4, unswept tapered wing, X = 0.7, t/c = o.o46. 

Figure 9.- Concluded.
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Figure 10.- Variation of Reynolds number with Mach number for the range of 
climatic conditions encou.nteredduring the tests. 
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Figure 11.- Results of similar wind- fuselage combinations obtained by
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Figure 12.- Experimental results compared with theoretical results. 
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